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Abstract. The set of all bounded linear idempotent operators on a Banach space X is a poset

with the partial order defined by P ≤ Q if PQ = QP = P . Another natural relation on the set

of idempotent operators is the orthogonality relation defined by P ⊥ Q ⇔ PQ = QP = 0. We

briefly survey known theorems on maps on idempotents preserving order or orthogonality. We

discuss some related results and open problems. The connections with physics, geometry, theory

of automorphisms, and linear preserver problems will be explained. At the end we will prove a

new result concerning bijective maps on idempotent operators preserving comparability.

1. Introduction. Throughout this paper X will denote an infinite-dimensional real or

complex Banach space and B(X) the algebra of all bounded linear operators on X. By

X ′ we denote the dual of X. An operator P ∈ B(X) is called an idempotent operator if

P 2 = P . If P is an idempotent, P 6∈ {0, I}, then the underlying Banach space X can be

decomposed into the direct sum X = ImP ⊕ KerP , where ImP and KerP denote the

image and the kernel of P , respectively. Clearly, P acts like the identity on ImP , while

the restriction of P to KerP is the zero map. Thus, the matrix representation of P with

respect to the above direct sum decomposition of X is

P =

[

I 0

0 0

]

.

We denote by I(X) ⊂ B(X) the set of all idempotent operators and by In(X) ⊂ I(X)

the subset of all idempotents of rank n, that is, the set of all idempotents whose image

is an n-dimensional subspace of X. Here, n is any positive integer.

We can define two natural relations on I(X). It is easy to verify that I(X) is a poset

(partially ordered set) with the order defined by P ≤ Q if and only if PQ = QP = P ,

P,Q ∈ I(X). Of course, we have P ≤ Q if P = 0 or P = Q or Q = I. Assume that P ≤ Q
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and that we do not have one of the trivial cases described in the previous sentence. Then

X = ImP ⊕ Im (Q−P )⊕KerQ and the matrix representations of P and Q with respect

to this direct sum decomposition are

P =





I 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0



 and Q =





I 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 0



 .

Next, we define two idempotents P,Q ∈ I(X) to be orthogonal if and only if PQ =

QP = 0. In this case we write P ⊥ Q. Clearly, for every pair P,Q ∈ I(X) we have P ⊥ Q

if and only if P +Q ∈ I(X). In this case we have P,Q ≤ P +Q. Certainly, P ⊥ Q if P = 0

or Q = 0 or Q = I − P . Assume that P ⊥ Q and that we do not have one of the trivial

cases described in the previous sentence. Then X = ImP ⊕ ImQ⊕ (KerQ ∩ KerP ) and

the matrix representations of P and Q with respect to this direct sum decomposition are

P =





I 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0



 and Q =





0 0 0

0 I 0

0 0 0



 .

These two relations are closely related. Namely, for any P ∈ I(X) denote P⊥ = {Q ∈

I(X) : Q ⊥ P}. Let P,Q be any idempotents. Then P ≤ Q if and only if Q⊥ ⊂ P⊥.

Recall that an automorphism of a poset is a bijective map on this poset preserving

order in both directions. Thus, an automorphism of the poset I(X) is a bijective map

φ : I(X) → I(X) such that for every pair P,Q ∈ I(X) we have P ≤ Q if and only if

φ(P ) ≤ φ(Q). If φ : I(X) → I(X) preserves order in one direction only, that is, for every

pair P,Q ∈ I(X) we have φ(P ) ≤ φ(Q) whenever P ≤ Q, then φ is called monotone.

Similarly, we say that φ : I(X) → I(X) is an automorphism of I(X) with respect to

the orthogonality relation if φ is bijective and preserves orthogonality in both directions,

that is, for every pair P,Q ∈ I(X) we have P ⊥ Q if and only if φ(P ) ⊥ φ(Q). We

say that φ preserves orthogonality if for every pair P,Q ∈ I(X) we have φ(P ) ⊥ φ(Q)

whenever P ⊥ Q. Sometimes, when we want to emphasise that we do not assume that

orthogonality is preserved in both directions, such a map is said to preserve orthogonality

in one direction only.

Let T ∈ B(X) be an invertible operator. Then, clearly, P 7→ TPT−1, P ∈ I(X),

is a bijective map preserving both order and orthogonality in both directions. In the

complex case the same is true if T : X → X is a bounded invertible conjugate-linear

operator. Similarly, if T : X ′ → X is a bounded invertible linear or (in the complex case)

conjugate-linear operator, then P 7→ TP ′T−1, P ∈ I(X), is a bijective map preserving

order and orthogonality in both directions. Here, P ′ denotes the adjoint of P . Such maps

will be called standard maps on I(X).

This paper is devoted to the problem of characterizing poset automorphisms of I(X)

and automorphisms of I(X) with respect to the orthogonality relation. It turns out

that every such automorphism is a standard map on I(X). We will discuss possible

improvements of this statement and related problems. In particular, if P,Q ∈ I(X)

satisfy P ≤ Q or P ⊥ Q, then P and Q commute. So, we have here a related problem of

characterizing bijective maps on I(X) preserving commutativity (in both directions). Of

course, we say that φ : I(X) → I(X) preserves commutativity if φ(P )φ(Q) = φ(Q)φ(P )
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whenever PQ = QP , P,Q ∈ I(X), and it preserves commutativity in both directions

if for every pair of idempotents P,Q ∈ I(X) we have φ(P )φ(Q) = φ(Q)φ(P ) if and

only if PQ = QP . There exist bijective maps on I(X) preserving commutativity in both

directions that are not of the standard form. Indeed, let τ : I(X) → {0, 1} be a map

with the property that τ (P ) = 1 ⇔ τ (I − P ) = 1, P ∈ I(X). Define ξ : I(X) → I(X)

by ξ(P ) = τ (P )P + (1 − τ (P ))(I − P ), P ∈ I(X). We will call every such map an

ortho-permutation on I(X). For every P ∈ I(X) it either maps both P and I − P

into themselves, or into each other. It is a bijective map preserving commutativity in

both directions. So, the natural question here is whether every bijective map on I(X)

preserving commutativity in both directions is a standard map composed with an ortho-

permutation. Is this true under the weaker assumption of preserving commutativity in

one direction only?

If X = H is a Hilbert space then it is natural to consider order or orthogonality pre-

serving maps not only on the set of all idempotents I(H), but also on the subset P (H)

consisting of all projections, that is, selfadjoint idempotent operators. If we associate to

each projection its image then we obtain a bijective correspondence between P (H) and

the lattice of closed subspaces of H. The problem of characterizing bijective maps on the

set of all projections preserving order in both directions becomes via this identification

the problem of characterizing automorphisms of the lattice of closed subspaces of H.

This problem was solved by Fillmore and Longstaff [5] even for general Banach spaces.

The problem of characterizing bijective maps on P (H) preserving orthogonality in both

directions is important because of applications in physics. In fact, because of these appli-

cations, it is even more interesting to study orthogonality preserving maps defined not

on the whole set P (H), but on the subset of all projections of a given fixed (finite or

infinite) rank. And finally, this kind of problems have been recently studied also in the

more general case when the underlying space H is an indefinite inner product space.

The above described problems are interesting by themselves but they are important

also because of many applications. In the next section we will point out the connections

with physics, geometry, theory of automorphisms, and linear preserver problems. The

third section will be devoted to the statement of known results and open problems. We

will conclude the paper with a new result. Ovchinnikov [19] characterized bijective maps

on I(X) preserving order in both directions. He posed the problem whether we can get a

nice structural result under the weaker assumption that the comparability of idempotents

is preserved in both directions. The last section will be devoted to the solution of this

problem. At the end we will give a list of references containing also some items that will

not be cited in the paper. Nevertheless, we decided to include them as they are so closely

related to the problems treated in the paper.

2. Motivation. One of the important problems in foundations of quantum mechanics is

the description of probability measures on the set of experimentally verifiable propositions

that form an orthomodular poset. The remarkable Gleason’s theorem [6] characterizes

countably additive probability measures on the set P (H) of all projections on a Hilbert

space H. To extend this result to other topological linear spaces we have to deal with
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idempotents instead of with projections. A theory of signed measures on the poset I(H)

(or more generally, a poset of all idempotents in a von Neumann algebra) was developed

by Matveichuk and Mushtari (see [4] and the references therein). This theory was based

on the observation that every P ∈ I(H) is selfadjoint with respect to some inner product

(x, y)A = (Ax, y) on H. Here, A is an invertible positive operator. For example, we can

take A to be A = P ∗P + (I − P ∗)(I − P ). To each strictly positive A we associate the

set ΠA consisting of all idempotents P ∈ I(H) being selfadjoint with respect to (·, ·)A.

The poset I(H) is the union of such sets and on each of these sets we can apply the

classical Gleason’s theorem when studying measure theory on I(H). To apply Gleason’s

theorem the assumption that the measure under the consideration is bounded on every

ΠA is needed. This condition seems to be non-internal, and thus, the question here is,

whether the family of all sets ΠA, where A is any invertible positive operator, can be

defined in terms of ≤ alone. This problem motivated Ovchinnikov to characterize poset

automorphisms of I(H) (see [4, Appendix, p. 84–86] and [19, Remark 4.2]).

Recently, Ovchinnikov’s result proved to be useful in the study of another classical

result in quantum mechanics, that is, Wigner’s unitary-antiunitary theorem formulated

in [30] and proved in [3, 10] (for some recent results on this theorem we refer to [11,

12, 13, 14, 15]) stating that every quantum mechanical invariance transformation can be

represented by a unitary or an antiunitary operator on a complex Hilbert space. Uhlhorn

[29] extended Wigner’s theorem by characterizing transformations preserving only the

logical structure of the quantum mechanical system and not the complete probabilistic

structure. The reformulation in the mathematical language states that every bijective

map on the set of all rank one projections on a Hilbert space H, dimH ≥ 3, preserving

orthogonality in both directions is induced by a unitary or an antiunitary operator on

H. Recently, this was generalized in two directions: to the set of all projections of a

given fixed rank [16] and to indefinite inner product spaces [18]. The original proof of

the second extension was based on the result of Ovchinnikov. Later, a shorter proof was

found [23, 26] based on the characterization of bijective orthogonality preserving (zero

product preserving) maps on rank one idempotent operators.

The results on order or orthogonality preserving maps on idempotents have appli-

cations also in pure mathematics. Let X be an infinite-dimensional Banach space. It is

well-known that every automorphism (linear bijective multiplicative map) of the algebra

B(X) is inner, that is, of the form A 7→ TAT−1, A ∈ B(X). Here, T is an invertible

bounded linear operator. A more general problem is to consider bijective maps on B(X)

that are assumed to be only multiplicative (in this case we are interested in the automor-

phisms of the multiplicative semigroup B(X)). It turns out [21] that such maps are again

of the form A 7→ TAT−1, A ∈ B(X), with the only difference that in this more general

setting T is either linear, or (in the complex case) conjugate-linear. This statement follows

easily from the structural results on order or orthogonality preserving maps (see [23]).

Namely, it is obvious that I(X) is invariant under every multiplicative map on B(X) and

the restriction of every such map to I(X) preserves both order and orthogonality.

Observe further that the restriction of every linear idempotent preserving map on

B(X) to I(X) preserves both order and orthogonality. Indeed, this follows easily from
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the facts that for P,Q ∈ I(X) we have P ≤ Q⇔ Q− P ∈ I(X) and P ⊥ Q⇔ P +Q ∈

I(X). So, the characterization of linear maps on B(X) preserving idempotents in both

directions can be easily deduced from the results on order or orthogonality preservers

on I(X). Recently, many linear preserver problems were solved by reducing them to the

problem of characterizing linear maps preserving idempotent operators [7]. Perhaps the

most important linear preserver result obtained in this way is the Aupetit’s solution

[2] of Kaplansky’s problem of characterizing linear invertibility preserving maps for von

Neumann algebras. Observe that when reducing a certain linear preserver problem first

to the problem of characterizing linear maps preserving idempotents, and then to the

structural problem for order preserving or orthogonality preserving maps on idempotents,

we finally arrive at a non-linear problem. This may result in a stronger conclusion than one

expected at the beginning. For example, Araujo and Jarosz [1] obtained a characterization

of linear biseparating maps (maps preserving zero products) on B(X). Using the above

suggested approach a non-linear extension of their result was given in [25].

In this paper we will restrict our attention to transformations on the sets of idem-

potent operators acting on infinite-dimensional spaces. Similar problems are, of course,

interesting also in the finite-dimensional case. The finite-dimensional case is on one hand

easier, but on the other hand, under the finite-dimensionality condition we want to have

structural results for order and orthogonality preserving maps under much weaker as-

sumptions, and so, some finite-dimensional problems are even more difficult. Also, some

of them require a different approach. An interested reader can find results on the finite-

dimensional case in [27]. Let us just mention that these results are closely connected to

the geometry of matrices and to the geometry of Grassmann spaces (see [28]).

3. Results and open problems. The main results that we would like to present and

then discuss possible improvements are the characterizations of automorphisms of I(X)

with respect to order or orthogonality relation. They both follow from the following result

proved in [25].

Theorem 3.1. Let X be an infinite-dimensional real or complex Banach space and φ :

I(X) → I(X) a bijective map preserving commutativity in both directions. Then there

exist an ortho-permutation ξ : I(X) → I(X) and either a bounded invertible linear or (in

the complex case) conjugate-linear operator T : X → X such that

φ(P ) = Tξ(P )T−1, P ∈ I(X),

or a bounded invertible linear or (in the complex case) conjugate-linear operator T : X ′ →

X such that

φ(P ) = Tξ(P )′T−1, P ∈ I(X).

In the second case X must be reflexive.

The proof of this theorem has been inspired by some ideas that can be found in the

paper of Rickart [20]. He considered automorphisms of the general linear group on infinite-

dimensional spaces. Such automorphisms preserve involutions (operators J satisfying

J2 = I) and their restrictions to the set of involutions preserve commutativity. Involutions

and idempotents are closely related (every involution is of the form I−2P , where I is the
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identity operator and P is an idempotent). The first few steps of the proof of the above

result are based on this simple observation and some ideas from [20].

Assume now that φ : I(X) → I(X) is a bijective map preserving orthogonality in

both directions. Then one can prove that it preserves commutativity in both directions.

The main idea is the following. Assume that P1 ∈ I(X) and P2 ∈ I(X) commute. Then

there exists a direct sum decomposition of X such that with respect to this direct sum

decomposition P1 and P2 have the following matrix representations:

P1 =









I 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 I 0

0 0 0 0









and P2 =









0 0 0 0

0 I 0 0

0 0 I 0

0 0 0 0









.

Here, some rows and columns may be absent. Thus, it is easy to see that the idempotents

Q1 = P1(I−P2), Q2 = P2(I−P1), Q3 = P1P2, and Q4 = I−P1−P2+P1P2 are orthogonal

and Q1 + Q2 + Q3 + Q4 = I. Using the bijectivity and the orthogonality preserving

assumptions it is possible to show that φ(Qj), j = 1, 2, 3, 4, are pairwise orthogonal

idempotents whose sum is the identity. Moreover, the bijectivity and the orthogonality

preserving property yield that φ(P1) = φ(Q1) + φ(Q3) and φ(P2) = φ(Q2) + φ(Q3),

and thus, φ(P1) and φ(P2) commute. In the same way we see that the inverse of φ

preserves commutativity. It is then easy to deduce the following characterization of ⊥-

automorphisms from the above result.

Corollary 3.2. Let X be an infinite-dimensional real or complex Banach space and

φ : I(X) → I(X) a bijective map preserving orthogonality in both directions. Then there

exists either a bounded invertible linear or (in the complex case) conjugate-linear operator

T : X → X such that

φ(P ) = TPT−1, P ∈ I(X),

or a bounded invertible linear or (in the complex case) conjugate-linear operator T : X ′ →

X such that

φ(P ) = TP ′T−1, P ∈ I(X).

In the second case X must be reflexive.

We have already observed that ⊥ and ≤ are closely related relations. In particular,

it can be proved that a bijective map on I(X) preserves order in both directions if

and only if it preserves orthogonality in both directions [25, Proposition 1.1]. Therefore,

Ovchinnikov’s result [19] follows directly from the characterization of ⊥-automorphisms.

Corollary 3.3. Let X be an infinite-dimensional real or complex Banach space and φ

a poset automorphism of I(X). Then there exists either a bounded invertible linear or (in

the complex case) conjugate-linear operator T : X → X such that

φ(P ) = TPT−1, P ∈ I(X),

or a bounded invertible linear or (in the complex case) conjugate-linear operator T : X ′ →

X such that

φ(P ) = TP ′T−1, P ∈ I(X).

In the second case X must be reflexive.
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Let us now discuss possible improvements. The main open problem here is whether we

can get the same conclusion as in the above two corollaries under the weaker assumption

that the orthogonality (order) is preserved in one direction only. Even a much simpler

problem, that is, the question whether every bijective map on I(X) preserving both

orthogonality and order in one direction only must be standard, has not been solved yet.

What about the bijectivity assumption? It is easy to find examples of “wild” injective

maps preserving orthogonality or order in both directions. Indeed, let H be an infinite-

dimensional Hilbert space. Then H is isomorphic to H ⊕ H. So, every map acting on

I(H) can be considered as a map from I(H) into I(H ⊕ H). Let ϕ : I(H) → I(H) be

any order preserving map. For example, we can construct such a map in the following

way. We choose any map ϕ1 : I1(H) → I(H). For every rank two idempotent Q ∈ I2(H)

the set MQ = {R ∈ I(H) : ϕ1(P ) ≤ R for every P ∈ I1(H) satisfying P ≤ Q} is

nonempty as it necessarily contains I. So we can choose a map ϕ2 : I2(H) → I(H) with

the property that ϕ2(Q) ∈ MQ for every Q ∈ I2(H). Clearly, the map ϕ : I(H) → I(H)

defined by ϕ(0) = 0, ϕ(P ) = ϕ1(P ) if P ∈ I1(H), ϕ(P ) = ϕ2(P ) if P ∈ I2(H), and

ϕ(P ) = I otherwise, preserves order. Then a map φ : I(H) → I(H ⊕H) defined by

φ(P ) =

[

ϕ(P ) 0

0 P

]

, P ∈ I(H),

is an injective map preserving order in both directions which is far from being of a stan-

dard form. A similar construction gives “wild” injective maps preserving orthogonality in

both directions. For example we can choose ϕ : I(H) → I(H) to be any map satisfying

ϕ(P ) ≤ P for every P ∈ I(H).

Hence, at least the surjectivity assumption is essential in the above results. We next

give non-standard examples of surjective maps preserving order or orthogonality in one

direction only. Let H be a separable Hilbert space with orthonormal basis {ej : j =

1, 2, . . .}. Let T : H → H be a shift operator, Tej = ej+1, j = 1, 2, . . . Then T ∗T = I,

while TT ∗ is a projection onto the closed linear span of e2, e3, . . . Denote by S the set of

all P ∈ I(H) mapping e1 into 0 and leaving the orthogonal complement of e1 invariant.

Define φ : I(H) → I(H) by φ(P ) = T ∗PT for every P ∈ S and φ(P ) = 0 otherwise.

Then this is a surjective map preserving orthogonality in one direction. And the map

φ : I(H) → I(H) defined by φ(P ) = T ∗PT for every P ∈ S and φ(P ) = I otherwise is

an example of a surjective monotone map.

So, the weak preserving property (in one direction only) together with the surjectivity

assumption does not imply that the maps under consideration are standard. It remains

to answer the question whether we get nice structural results if we assume surjectivity

together with the strong preserving property. It is easy to give the affirmative answer.

Indeed, we will show that Corollary 3.2 holds true without the injectivity assumption.

Thus, assume that φ : I(X) → I(X) is a surjective map preserving orthogonality in both

directions. We have to show that then φ is bijective. Assume on the contrary that there

are P,Q ∈ I(X) with P 6= Q and φ(P ) = φ(Q). Because P 6= Q we can find R ∈ I(S)

such that either R ⊥ P and R 6⊥ Q, or R ⊥ Q and R 6⊥ P . We will consider only the first

case. Then φ(R) ⊥ φ(P ) = φ(Q) 6⊥ φ(R), a contradiction. In almost the same way we
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show that Corollary 3.3 holds true if we replace the bijectivity assumption by the weaker

surjectivity assumption.

In the rest of this section we will describe some other known results characteriz-

ing monotone or orthogonality preserving maps on some sets of idempotents acting on

infinite-dimensional spaces. In all of these results we deal with bijective maps having the

strong preserving property, that is, we always assume that either order, or orthogonality

is preserved in both directions. So, in exactly the same way as above we can ask whether

each of these results can be improved by replacing the strong preserving property by a

weaker assumption that the considered relation (order or orthogonality) is preserved in

one direction only.

Let X be a real or complex infinite-dimensional Banach space. In [25] we have con-

sidered orthogonality preserving maps defined not only on the whole set I(X), but

also orthogonality preserving maps defined on the subset In(X) ⊂ I(X) consisting of

all idempotents of rank n. Here, n is a fixed positive integer. It was proved that ev-

ery bijective map on In(X) preserving orthogonality in both directions is of a stan-

dard form. We conjecture that (at least when X is a Hilbert space) we have the same

conclusion if we replace In(X) by I∞(X). Here, I∞(X) ⊂ I(X) denotes the subset

of all idempotents whose image and kernel are both infinite-dimensional. Let us ex-

plain why we need such a definition of I∞(X). The other possibility would be to con-

sider orthogonality preserving bijective maps on I∞(X) with I∞(X) being defined as

the set of all idempotents with infinite-dimensional images. Clearly, I∞(X) ⊂ I∞(X).

Let ϕ : I∞(X) \ I∞(X) → I∞(X) \ I∞(X) be any bijective map. Then the bijective

map φ : I∞(X) → I∞(X) defined by φ(P ) = P if P ∈ I∞(X) and φ(P ) = ϕ(P )

if P ∈ I∞(X) \ I∞(X) preserves orthogonality in both directions. So, we cannot say

anything about the behaviour of bijective maps φ : I∞(X) → I∞(X) preserving orthog-

onality in both directions on the subset I∞(X) \ I∞(X).

Let now H be an infinite-dimensional real or complex Hilbert space. Then we are

interested not only in maps on the set of all bounded linear idempotent operators I(H),

but also in maps acting on the sets of projections. Györy [8] and Šemrl [24] independently

characterized bijective maps on Pn(H) or P∞(H) preserving orthogonality in both di-

rections. Here, n is any positive integer (the special case n = 1 is known as Uhlhorn’s

theorem) and Pn(H) ⊂ P (H) denotes the set of all projections on H of rank n, while

P∞(H) denotes the set of all projections with infinite rank and corank. All such maps

are of the expected form P 7→ UPU∗, where U is a unitary or an antiunitary operator.

It follows easily that every bijective map φ : P (H) → P (H) preserving orthogonal-

ity in both directions is of the same form. Indeed, 0 is the only projection orthogonal

to every other projection. Thus, φ(0) = 0. Among nonzero projections we can char-

acterize rank one projections as those projections P having maximal orthocomplement

P⊥ = {Q ∈ P (H) : Q ⊥ P}. Thus, φ maps P1(H) onto itself. Now we can apply the

above mentioned result of Uhlhorn to conclude that the restriction of φ to P1(H) is of

the form P 7→ UPU∗, P ∈ P1(H), where U is a unitary or an antiunitary operator. After

composing φ with the map P 7→ U∗PU , P ∈ P (H), we may assume that φ(P ) = P

for every rank one projection P . It follows that for every Q ∈ P (H) the set of all rank
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one projections P orthogonal to Q is the same as the set of all rank one projections P

orthogonal to φ(Q), and consequently, φ(Q) = Q for every Q ∈ P (H), as desired.

The next natural problem here is the characterization of bijective maps on P (H)

preserving order in both directions. Of course, we can identify projections with closed

subspaces of H. Thus, we are asking about the general form of automorphisms of the

lattice of closed subspaces of H. This problem has been solved even for general Banach

spaces X by Fillmore and Longstaff [5]. They proved that every such lattice automor-

phism is induced by a bounded invertible linear or (in the complex case) conjugate-linear

operator acting on X. It should be mentioned here that bijective maps on the lattice

of closed subspaces of H preserving order in both directions do not necessarily preserve

orthogonality, or equivalently, they are not necessarily induced by a unitary or an antiu-

nitary operator.

The analogue of Ovchinnikov’s theorem for quaternionic Hilbert spaces was proved

in [27]. Let us conclude with a remark on indefinite inner product spaces. In the case of

Hilbert spaces Uhlhorn’s theorem characterizes bijective maps on the set of all rank one

projections preserving orthogonality in both directions, or equivalently, it characterizes

bijective maps on the set of all one-dimensional spaces preserving orthogonality in both

directions. As mentioned above Uhlhorn’s result has been generalized to maps acting

on the set of all closed subspaces of a given fixed (finite or infinite) rank. So far, only

Uhlhorn’s theorem has been generalized to the more general case when the underlying

space is an indefinite inner product space [18], while the problem for higher dimensional

spaces remains open.

4. Comparability preserving maps. This section is devoted to a new result which

extends the Ovchinnikov’s characterization of automorphisms of the poset of idempotent

operators on a Banach space X. He posed the problem of describing the general form of

bijective maps on I(X) preserving comparability in both directions. More precisely, for

P,Q ∈ I(X) we write P ∼ Q if P ≤ Q or Q ≤ P . A map φ : I(X) → I(X) preserves

comparability in both directions if for every pair P,Q ∈ I(X) we have P ∼ Q if and

only if φ(P ) ∼ φ(Q). A map φ : I(X) → I(X) is said to be an anti-automorphism if it is

bijective and if for every pair P,Q ∈ I(X) we have P ≤ Q if and only if φ(P ) ≥ φ(Q).

Clearly, a map φ is an anti-automorphism of the poset I(X) if and only if the map

P 7→ φ(I − P ), P ∈ I(X), is an automorphism. So, the description of the general form

of anti-automorphisms of I(X) follows directly from Ovchinnikov’s characterization of

automorphisms of I(X). Both automorphisms and anti-automorphisms are bijective maps

preserving comparability in both directions. A map η : I(X) → I(X) defined by η(0) = I,

η(I) = 0, and η(P ) = P for every P ∈ I(X)\{0, I} is another example of a bijective map

preserving comparability in both directions. Further, any composition of bijective maps

preserving comparability in both directions is again a map of this type. We will show that

we have exhausted all examples. Throughout this paper we have considered only the case

when the underlying spaces are infinite-dimensional. We will make here an exception by

considering both the finite and the infinite-dimensional case. However, we expect that the

finite-dimensional case can be substantially improved. To explain possible improvements
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we would need the notion of an injective degenerate order preserving map [27, 28]. As

the emphasis in this paper is on the infinite-dimensional case we omit the details here.

Theorem 4.1. Let X be a real or complex Banach space, dimX ≥ 3, and φ : I(X) →

I(X) a bijective map preserving comparability in both directions. Then either φ is an

automorphism of the poset I(X), or an anti-automorphism of the poset I(X), or φ = ψ◦η,

where ψ is an automorphism of the poset I(X), or φ = ψ ◦ η, where ψ is an anti-

automorphism of the poset I(X).

Proof. There are exactly two idempotents that are comparable with all idempotents,

namely, 0 and I. Thus, φ({0, I}) = {0, I}. Denote J(X) = I(X) \ {0, I}. Then the

restriction of φ to J(X) is a bijective map onto J(X) and we have to prove that it is

either an automorphism, or an anti-automorphism.

To each P ∈ J(X) we associate a subset P∼ ⊂ J(X) defined by P∼ = {Q ∈ J(X) :

P ∼ Q}. Clearly, P∼ = P≤ ∪ P≥, where P≤ = {Q ∈ J(X) : Q ≤ P} and P≥ = {Q ∈

J(X) : P ≤ Q}.

In the next step we will prove that if P∼ = A ∪ B for some A,B ⊂ J(X) satisfying

A ∩ B = {P} and R ∼ Q for every R ∈ A and every Q ∈ B, then either

• A = P≤ and B = P≥, or

• A = P≥ and B = P≤, or

• A = {P} and B = P∼, or

• A = P∼ and B = {P}.

Indeed, there is nothing to prove if A = {P} or B = {P}. So assume that A 6= {P}

and B 6= {P}. Then we have to prove that one of these two sets consists of all nonzero

idempotents that are below P and the other one of all idempotents 6= I that are above

P . Assume on the contrary that there are idempotents R ∈ A and Q ∈ B, R 6= P and

Q 6= P , that are both below P or both above P . We will consider only the first possibility.

By our assumptions, R and Q are comparable, and thus, we have either Q ≤ R ≤ P , or

R ≤ Q ≤ P . Once again, we will consider only the first possibility. As the image of R is

a proper subspace of the image of P we can find a nonzero bounded linear functional f

on ImP such that f(ImR) = 0. We extend f to a bounded linear functional on X by

setting f(x) = 0 for every x ∈ KerP . We further choose a nonzero x ∈ ImQ and denote

by x⊗ f a bounded linear rank one operator on X defined by (x⊗ f)z = f(z)x, z ∈ X.

It is trivial to check that Q + x ⊗ f ≤ P , Q(Q + x ⊗ f) = R(Q + x ⊗ f) = Q + x ⊗ f ,

and (Q + x ⊗ f)Q = (Q + x ⊗ f)R = Q. Thus, Q + x ⊗ f is comparable with P . As it

is not comparable with Q ∈ B, it does not belong to A, and similarly, Q+ x⊗ f 6∈ B, a

contradiction.

Our assumption that φ preserves comparability in both directions together with the

previous statement yield that for every P ∈ J(X) we have φ(P∼) = (φ(P ))∼ and either

φ(P≤) = φ(P )≤ and φ(P≥) = φ(P )≥, or φ(P≤) = φ(P )≥ and φ(P≥) = φ(P )≤. An

idempotent P is of rank one or corank one if and only if one of the sets P≤ and P≥ is

singleton {P}. Thus, φ maps the set of all idempotents of rank one or corank one onto

itself. We will call every idempotent of rank one or corank one extremal.
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We may assume with no loss of generality that there is an idempotent of rank one

that is mapped by φ into an idempotent of rank one since otherwise we replace φ by the

map P 7→ φ(I − P ). Denote this idempotent by P0.

Next observe that if P and Q, P 6= Q, are extremal idempotents and P ∼ Q then one

of P,Q must be of rank one and the other one of corank one.

Let P be any idempotent of rank one. Assume first that dimX ≥ 4. Then we can

find Q of corank one such that P ≤ Q and P0 ≤ Q. It follows that φ(P ) ∼ φ(Q) and

φ(P0) ∼ φ(Q). Thus, φ(P ) is of rank one as well. Thus, φ preserves idempotents of

rank one when dimX ≥ 4. If dimX = 3, then elementary linear algebra arguments (we

identify operators with matrices) yield the existence of an idempotent P1 of rank one

and idempotents Q1, Q2 of rank two such that P0 ≤ Q1 ≥ P1 and P1 ≤ Q2 ≥ P . Indeed,

there is nothing to prove if P = P0. So, assume that P 6= P0. If P and P0 have the same

image, then, after applying a similarity transformation, we may assume that

P =





1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0



 and P0 =





1 1 0

0 0 0

0 0 0





and so the choice P1 = P , Q1 = Q2 = E11 + E22 works. Here, Eij denotes the usual

matrix unit. In the case that the images of P and P0 are not the same, we may assume

after replacing them by simultaneously similar matrices that

P =





1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0



 and P0 =





xw yw zw

x y z

0 0 0





for some scalars x, y, z, w with y + xw = 1. In this case we set

P1 =





xw yw 0

x y 0

0 0 0



 and Q2 =





1 0 0

0 1 0

0 0 0



 .

Then P1 ≤ Q2 ≥ P . As P0 and P1 have the same image we can find by the previous step

a rank two idempotent Q1 satisfying P0 ≤ Q1 ≥ P1, as desired.

Now, as φ(P0) is of rank one, φ(Q1) has to be of rank two which further yields that

φ(P1) is of rank one. Consequently, φ(Q2) is of rank two, and thus, φ(P ) is of rank one,

as desired.

We will complete the proof by showing that for every P,Q ∈ J(X) the inequality

P ≤ Q holds true if and only if φ(P ) ≤ φ(Q). All we have to show is that for any

P ∈ I(X) the set of all idempotents of rank one that are below P are mapped onto the

set of all idempotents of rank one that are below φ(P ). As φ and its inverse have the same

properties it is enough to show that if R is of rank one and R ≤ P then φ(R) ≤ φ(P ).

From R ≤ P it follows that φ(R) ∼ φ(P ) and because φ(R) is of rank one we have

actually φ(R) ≤ φ(P ). This completes the proof.
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